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Wavecrest Instruments Deliver Results You Can Trust
Dependable results drive every critical objective in high-end test and measurement. They enable
design engineers to create innovative, workable designs on a rapid schedule. They allow test
engineers to meet rigorous specifications. They help production managers reduce costs and satisfy
even the most demanding customers. Unfortunately, if you rely on conventional, general-purpose test
equipment, you can't depend on your data to look the same from test to test, and you can't get the
full picture of signal integrity. That's why forward-thinking engineers choose Wavecrest Signal Integrity
Analysis (SIA) solutions from Wavecrest SIA.
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Test Beyond Minimum Compliance with Comprehensive
Diagnostics
Meeting a minimum compliance specification is often simply a pass / fail functional test. If there are
problems and parts fail, you need a comprehensive set of tools that allow you to quickly and easily
determine root cause.

Modular GigaView software simplifies signal
integrity analysis
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Tools for both Clock and Serial Data Jitter Analysis
This versatile software gives you the tools you need to meet
compliance standards, plus the characterization and debug tools
required to diagnose the root cause of signal integrity.

Serial Data
GigaView's application-specific
tools for PCI Express, SATA,
Fibre Channel and InfiniBand
measure required signal
integrity parameters in a single
screen with pass/fail indicators,
so you can perform compliance
measurements in seconds
instead of minutes.
 Display graphical views of
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 Separate and analyze
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 Measure DCD and ISI
 Perform total jitter
measurements to 10-16 BER

Clock / PLL
Clocks are "the heartbeat" of
every application; even SERDES
devices have a clock inside.

 Test 2nd and 3rd order PLL
 Analyze PLL transfer function
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for crosstalk
 View up to 8 differential channels
at the same time
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Automating the SIA
Multiple interface options for the bench
The SIA family of instruments provides several options for direct interface
and function automation. In the lab, you can automate measurements with
Lab View, Visual Basic Macros and other familiar applications using
scripted macros. Engineers can set up a test in one location for
deployment across multiple sites, which maintains test integrity and
enables rapid startup for every group of users. You can also control other
instruments through macro scripts and GPIB, creating an automated test
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The only lab instrument engineered for
production test
When you use the SIA family of instruments, you can streamline the
transition from design to production and significantly reduce time
to market for new devices. We offer test and measurement
solutions specifically designed for ATE systems and stand-alone
production testing applications.

Test the most powerful components of today and tomorrow
Wavecrest SIA test and measurement systems are specifically engineered for the design, characterization and production testing of electronic components in today's fastest, most powerful computers and communications networks. Wavecrest SIA instruments include a level of scalability that ensure
you can test emerging components and devices as clock speeds and data rates surpass today's boundaries. The architecture supports upgrades for channel cards to faster scope bandwidths and data
rates, as well as software upgrades for functionality enhancements.
The Wavecrest SIA scalable architecture minimizes capital equipment expenditures by enabling you to
upgrade your equipment rather than buying new for each project. You will also improve your return
on assets by re-use and leveraging of existing capital equipment.

SIA Family
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Contact Us Today
To learn more about the SIA family of instruments, or to schedule a
signal integrity analysis seminar at your company, please contact
Wavecrest SIA today.

Wavecrest SIA

6595 Edenvale Blvd., Ste. 130
Eden Prairie, Minnesota 55346
phone (951) 831-0030
www.wavecrestsia.com
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